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Today
• Answer questions about the 

syllabus and the assignment 

• Theory of service design; that will 
take 8 weeks to fully understand.



Course & Syllabus

IDSE 201 
Rapid Ideation and  
Creative Problem Solving

IDSE 202 
Service Design

IDSE 203 
Studio: Research & 
Synthesis

Methods

Theory

Application

This quarter is about 
conducting research in the 
field, thinking about complex, 
large-scale systems, and 
solving problems in new ways.
You’ll Learn: 
• Rapid sketching, visualization, and divergent thinking 
• How to work with ecologies, customer journeys, multiple touch-points 
• How to apply ethnography and design research & synthesis in the 

context of actual problem solving 
• Thinking in services and interfaces 
• How to work with a client, through issues of project management, 

coordination, budgeting, and schedules 

This quarter will feel more ambiguous than Q1 
You might feel more unprepared for the tasks at hand 
You will be required to establish your own criteria or methods



Service Design
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“Products are discrete objects and, because of this, 
the companies that make, market, and sell products 
tend to be separated into departments that specialize 
in one function and have a vertical chain of command.”
Service Design: From Insight to Implementation - Andy Polaine

Engineering
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Mobile devices changed our 
relationship with technology 
and with the companies that 
create digital products.
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• They are personal; borderline intimate 

• They are omni-present 

• They changed our expectations of the 
company / entity: 

• Service Evidence 
• A single, personal relationship 
• Organization boundaries 
• Usability 

Mobile devices changed our 
relationship with technology 
and with the companies that 
create digital products.



Businesses present themselves as multiple entities, but to the 
user, they are a single entity that is aware of who they are. 

Businesses units focus on individual product experiences / 
responsibilities rather than acknowledging that their offering exists 
within the context of a larger customer journey - a relationship 
that evolves over time; often originating before the front door.

Businesses place priority on the functional value and measurable 
end state. They typically lack the skills to asses the emotional 
value and identify where latent user needs still exists.



We need a way to think about 
the products / systems we are 
creating, at scale, without losing 
site of the individual’s experience 
or the functional and emotional 
value that is delivered. Or isn’t… 



Service Design



Service Design is the creation of a series 
of interdependent touch-points, perceived 
of and evaluated as a single entity, used 
together over time to achieve a goal.
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of interdependent touch-points, perceived 
of and evaluated as a single entity, used 
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While “the service” is largely conceptual, it’s components are not.  The touch-points (Apps, kiosk, 
product, agent,  etc..) have to exist in-order to render render the service and achieve the end state. 

Users evaluate the service as a sum of their experiences. The user perceives a “relationship” with the 
service; whether it is acknowledged or not. 

Their use is is influenced by behavior, emotion, perception, and other elements that are outside of 
your control.



Service design is not a stand alone 
practice. It’s Interaction Design…
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Interaction design is the creation of 
a dialogue between a person and a    
product, service, or system.   

This dialogue is usually found in the 
world of behavior; an interaction 
that exists over time.

With a physical or digital product, the user goal is achieved through the use of a 
tangible interface (a single touchpoint). 

With a service, the user goal is achieved through the orchestration of multiple touch-
points (App, kiosk, product, agent,  etc..) “The service” remains largely conceptual. 



The art of service design is making 
abstract concepts tangible, so that 
they can be inspected and crafted 
into something new.



Example



LAUREN SEGAPELI • LINDSAY JOSAL 

YELLOW 
BIKE 

PROJECT















Entrance

Front Desk

Sign-in 
Computer



Parts Bays



Library
Parts needing to
be sorted



Work Stations





“It’s my reason for getting up in 
the morning…”

Volunteer Coordinator
Founder YBP



“Getting people together to make Austin a 
better place to bike is really what it’s  

all about.”

Volunteer Coordinator
Founder YBP



























































Yellow Bike Project's mission is to 
cultivate a community of knowledgeable 
cyclists in order to further grow Austin's 
bike community. Unfortunately, the 
overwhelming anxiety and confusion 
a first time volunteer experiences, 
leaves the possibility of growing within 
the community at the door.  







Design Criteria
• Fit the culture

• Sturdy

• Easily Replaceable

• Low Maintenance









Flag for Help
Implementation #1



“I really liked answering the flag when it went up.”
Volunteer Coordinator

“It was nice to give the less squeaky wheel  
some grease.”

Volunteer Coordinator

“It’s helpful. Especially because I’m a novice.”
New Volunteer



Easy Identifier
Implementation #2







“I know who they are because they have a yellow rag on.”
First-time Volunteer

“It makes me more confident in knowing who is here 
to help me as opposed to someone who is here just 

working on a bike.”
Second-time Volunteer

“Since I put it on, no one’s asked me who a coordinator is.”
Volunteer Coordinator







“Firstly, there’s something I’ve been meaning to tell 
you guys. We’ve discussed as a group some of your 

ideas before…but no one has made any changes. You 
guys came in here, weren’t afraid to tell us what was 
wrong. You kind of snuck in here, took us by the hand 

and pulled us along with you.”

Volunteer Coordinator
Founder YBP



Researching
Services



Participatory
Research Method
Reflection Timeline
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Reflection Timeline



1. Define the frame for reflection (Choose a time scale) 

2. Create any necessary artifacts (Less is better - all you need is a line)  

3. Introduce the activity to the user, give them a pen or sharpie, start recording 

4. Introduce the frame of reference - “Let’s assume this is a day in your life” 

5. Create the first point of time; typically a representation of where we are right now 

6. Encourage them to add a point prior to this moment - “What did you do before 
this point”  Work backwards first (reflection) - then forward (anticipation) 

7. Probe on each point they place - “How did you get there?” “How did you know to 
do that?” “Why did you do that?”

Reflection Timeline

How to do it:



AEIOU
Framework
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What activities are 
users, service 
providers, and back 
stage staff members 
engaged in prior to, 
during, and after the 
service experience?

A E I O U
Do patterns exist?

What environments 
set the stage for the 
service experience?

What does the site, 
architecture, and 
artifacts convey to 
visitors and users?

What information is 
exchanged between 
the visitor and the 
institution?

What interactions 
occur between visitors 
and staff members?

What objects or tools 
do visitors use to plan, 
navigate and visit the 
institution?

Are they analog or 
digital?

Who are the users or 
visitors of an 
institution or place? 

Are there large 
variations in their 
behavior or goals?

What are their 
expectations, 
motivations, 
and needs?



Assignment



Homework
Read Chapter 2 & 3 - Service Design: Insight to implementation

Document the service journey for 2-3 local providers (potential 
candidates for the actual project) , synthesize, and post to the blog 
prior to the start of next class. 

• OVERSHOOT PHOTO SEQUENCE OF THE ENTIRE JOURNEY 
• Use the AEIOU framework to guide your observations 
• OVERSHOOT 
• Outline opportunities and challenges for each candidate 
• Finally, take even more photos

Note: There are very few readings in this class - these actually 
matter



Prof. Matt Franks 
mfranks@austincenterfordesign.com 

@franknatic 


